DIGISPEC Hall Effect Quadrature Sensors provide two digital output signals, 90° out of phase to each other, detecting speed (down to true zero speed) and direction of rotation of gear teeth and ferrous targets.

### 5/8
- **Thread Size:** 5/8-18 UNF, 11/16-24, 3/4-20, M18x1.5
- **Length (L):** 2.1” to 5” (54 to 130 mm)

### 11/16
- **Thread Size:**
- **Length (L):**

### 3/4
- **Thread Size:** 3/4-16, 3/4-20
- **Length (L):** 3.15” (79.5 mm)

### M18

0190 Series - Connector

0191 Series - Lead Wires

Detailed specification sheets are available for each sensor listed; please contact Spectec for more information.